Thursday December 16th, 2004
Agenda
Purpose: Sending and Displaying Inkscape Content
Time: December 16th, Thursday, 9th -10th hour
Location: CSSE Conference Room
Secretary/Timekeeper: Matt Weinstock
Status Reports:
Jabber-side (Jonas, Steven)
- Getting Loudmouth to link?
- Sending messages (dare we hope?)
- What form will the messages take? (document for reference)
Inkscape-side (Jason, Brandi, Matt)
- What is the proper change information?
- At what point in inkscape will the change messages be sent?
- Where do we catch the changes?
- What is the initial information, how will it be sent? (Matt)
Total

15 minutes

15 minutes
30 minutes

Items to Discuss:
How do we feel about the revised goals for this week?
What happens if we cannot get Loudmouth to link?
Form of our additions
- How will our changes be incorporated into inkscape alongside
of any concurrent changes?
- How do they handle this sort of thing currently?
Comments?
Total

15 minutes
10 minutes
55 minutes

Things to Schedule/Assign:
Next Meeting is Tuesday, January 4th during 7th hour
Revise schedule based on progress (Brandi)
Communicate questions to Ted
Have a good break
Total

5 minutes

Meeting Total

15 minutes
15 minutes

1hour, 30 minutes

Revised schedule for this week (as emailed):
Okay, so the schedule has us at:
* Inkboard messages are sending, message errors handled (resultant from
malformed Jabber, not inkscape object conflicts)
* Know how to send and retrieve SVG info
* Modifications to document sends modification message
* Can display received messages
By the end of this week. Clearly, that's not going to happen. I would like for the
following to be accomplished this week:
Jabber-side:
* Send inkboard messages (not all errors need be handled)
* Determine the proper form of these messages
* Set up a queue for sent/received messaged that Inkscape can add to/remove
from (optional)
Inkscape-side:
* Send proper change-made information
* Catch changes made and queue them up
* Discover how to display changes from messages nabbed off the message
queue (optional)
* Discover how to send initial information from a document (Matt said he was
working on this)
DO NOT proceed to the optional tasks unless you are certain you can finish it
before break. I don't want to leave anything half-done over Christmas to be
forgotten in large cups of eggnog.
If necessary, we'll just need to use agreed upon interfaces for the "coming soon"
procedures. The queue's enqueue(string messageBody) and string dequeue()
should be pretty obvious. I figure we should build the string we expect to see and
send on the Inkscape side, and let the Inkscape-side figure out how to parse it.
The Jabber-side should take this string and add anything they need for the
message before sending it through loudmouth, and should remove this
information from received inkboard messaged before sending it to Inkscape. The
Jabber-side should also be the ones to make sure that the messages received
and queued are Inkboard messages and not random chat or something.

